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Amazon Rainforest Jungle tour: “Four Rivers”
Amazonian Rivers (Itaya, Amazon, Nanay and Momon river) - Pilpintuwasi - Bora
indigenous community - Java Lagoon (dugout canoe trip, birdwatching) - Jungle lodge
- Giant “Lupuna blanca” Master tree.

Amazon rainforest frog - Photo © El Mundo Magico
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Pink river dolphin swimming in the Amazon river - Photo courtesy: Ernesto Pinedo
8:45 AM: Meeting with the guide in Iquitos’ town centre. Greeting. Heading to the
private pier/embankment nearby where the speedboat will be waiting for us.
Embarking for a cruise through the Itaya and Amazon rivers.
9:00 AM: We navigate the Itaya River for about 15 minutes before reaching the
mighty Amazon River, one of the seven wonders of the world. Here we watch the
“meeting of the waters” phenomenon, the difference in colour at the confluence of the
rivers’ waters. We shall also stop to observe small groups of grey and/or pink river
dolphins which frequently swim on the Amazon river.

Entrance to Pilpintuwasi - Photo © El Mundo Magico
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The endangered Red Faced Uakari Monkey - Photo © El Mundo Magico
After resuming our boat trip, we enter the Nanay River and navigate for about half
an hour, until reaching the “Pilpintuwasi” Butterfly Farm and Sanctuary for
Endangered Jungle Animals (like the jaguar, the ocelot, the giant anteater, the tapir
and many species of monkeys). After visiting Pilpintuwasi, we head towards the
Momon River until we reach an indigenous Bora community.

Bora people performing a traditional dance – Photo © Ernesto Pinedo
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The Hoatzin bird – Photo © Ernesto Pinedo
There we will be able to watch and take part to their traditional dances, familiarize
with their costumes and buy some of their handicrafts. Upon leaving the Bora
community we shall continue our journey on speedboat on the Amazon River. After
45 minutes of navigation, we will reach the village of Fatima from where we shall hike
to the Java lagoon, an ideal place for enjoying a relaxing dugout canoe trip and/or do
birdwatching. The Hoatzin bird (Opisthocomus hoatzin) may be spotted dwelling in
the lagoon.

In awe, before a giant Lupuna teacher tree - Photo © El Mundo Magico
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Spectacular Lupuna blanca (Ceiba pentadra) tree – Photo © Ernesto Pinedo
1:15 PM: After visiting the lagoon, the trip continues on speedboat for 15 minutes,
heading up to a local jungle lodge, where we shall stop for lunch.
After lunch, we take a 15 minutes boat trip followed by a 15 minutes hike, until we
reach a magnificent giant Lupuna tree (Ceiba pentadra), the Sequoia of the Amazon,
which may grow to 240 ft (73 m), and over. The Lupuna tree holds a very special
position in the Shipibo shamanic traditions where is kept in high regard as a truly
magical Master Tree (Palo Maestro), harbouring supernatural powers and having the
energy of thunder and lightning.
3:00 PM: This will be our final stopover. We hike back to the speedboat and continue
our trip through the Amazon River for another 45 minutes, until we finally arrive to
Iquitos.
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A local “collectivo” river boat on the Amazon river - Photo © El Mundo Magico

Option 1: Transfer back to the Ayahuma retreat venue
4:00 PM: Scheduled arrival back in Iquitos, in speedboat.
4:15 PM: Transfer to Iquitos town centre, and meeting with the retreat facilitator.
4:20 PM: Transfer back to ”Ayahuma” Ayahuasca retreat centre, in the jungle.
5:45 PM: Arrival in the “Ayahuma” venue.

Option 2: Transfer back to your Hotel in Iquitos
4:00 PM: Scheduled arrival back in Iquitos, in speedboat.
4:15 PM: Transfer to your Hotel in Iquitos town centre.

Programme Ends
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Shipibo Maestra Ercilia - Photo © El Mundo Magico

The Lupuna, a magical tree…
The Lupuna is a magical tree, and is also the greatest Master tree of the jungle.
The spirit of the Lupuna tree is known as the "Master of the shamans"
or the "Master of the Masters".
Inside the Lupuna dwell many spirits of Plant Teachers and Master
Trees of the jungle, that's why it's a magical tree. [...]
When you learn from the Lupuna you must be willing to be part of
the guardians of the forest, who conserve, protect, respect and love nature. >>

<<

Maestra Ercilia
(Traditional Shipibo-Conibo Maestra, Palera and Ayahuasquera)
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Amazonian sunset - Photo © El Mundo Magico

Notes
1) Iquitos is the largest city in the Peruvian jungle (and the capital of the Loreto department of
the Peruvian Amazon). It is also the largest human dwelling that may not be reached by road.
2) Programme starts at 9:00 AM and ends at 4:00 PM, local time, and excludes transfer times
from/to the “Ayahuma” centre, where applicable. Please allow 1.5 hours extra travel time for
reaching Iquitos from the “Ayahuma” centre, and vice-versa.
3) Programme includes all overland and river transportation (in private speedboat and dugout
canoe), private Spanish-English speaking jungle guide, lunch in a local jungle lodge, all
excursions as detailed and transfers between the “Ayahuma” retreat centre in the jungle
(when applicable) and Iquitos town centre.
If you choose to do your Four Rivers tour before or after the start of your Ayahuasca or
shamanic diet retreat, it will include all overland and river transportation (in private speedboat
and dugout canoe), private Spanish-English speaking jungle guide, lunch in a local jungle
lodge, all excursions as detailed in the programme and transfers between your Hotel in
Iquitos and the private pier in central Iquitos starting point of the excursion (in private
speedboat).
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A giant Lupuna blanca tree (Ceiba pentadra) in the Yanamono reserve,
Peruvian Amazon - Photo © El Mundo Magico

Cost:
£ 180 GBP p.p. (Min. 4+ Participants)
£ 190 GBP p.p. (Min. 3 Participants)
£ 195 GBP p.p. (Min. 2 Participants)
£ 265 GBP
(Min. 1 Participant)

Payment:
www.elmundomagico.org/cost-off-iquitos-peru/#yanamono

A local “collectivo” river boat on the Amazon river - Photo © El Mundo Magico
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